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Twin beams, nonlinearity, and walk-off in optical parametric oscillators
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We study the quantum properties of the spatially tilted macroscopic signal beams in the transverse pattern
formed in a degenerate optical parametric oscillator above threshold. We show that walk-off leads to an
imbalance in the intensities and fluctuations of these beams when nonlinear multimode interactions are effec-
tive. Still, quantum correlations between the two beams are preserved, so that their intensity difference exhibits
sub-Poissonian statistics.
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Nonlinear wave-mixing processes are fundamental to p
duce nonclassical states of light. Specially interesting in
context is the process of parametric down-conversion~PDC!,
in which a pump photon at frequencyv0, interacting with a
x (2) crystal, decays into two highly correlatedtwin signal
photons at lower frequenciesv1 ,v2. Nonclassical states ob
tained by PDC have found a wide number of applicatio
@1#. The photon number difference between the dow
converted fields in PDC,N̂D5N̂12N̂2, is a constant of mo-
tion ~Manley-Rowe relations@2#!: at each time the pump
creates a photon atv1 it must also create a photon atv2,
leading to a nonclassical state with sub-Poissonian stati
in N̂D . Note that this result is also valid in lossy systems
the intracavity steady state averages^N̂D&,^N̂D

2 &, as shown
@3# in a master equation formalism.

Reynaud and co-workers@4# considered PDC inside a
optical cavity and suggested the use of the nondegene
optical parametric oscillator~NDOPO! in order to generate
macroscopic nonclassical states instead of single ph
pairs. Cavity effects introduce a threshold, yielding two
tense laserliketwin beams, distinguished by their polariza
tion or frequency. Nonclassical statistics have been m
sured, with a maximum of 88% of reduction of fluctuatio
in N̂D

2 below the shot noise limit@5#.
Diffraction effects in cavities with a large Fresnel numb

combined with nonlinearities, produce transverse patte
above the threshold for down-conversion of the DOPO@6,7#.
The possible quantum properties of these macroscopic
terns have been recently addressed@8#. In the simplest theo-
retical description, a stripe pattern, caused by the interfere
of two spatially tilted signal beams with transverse wa
vectors6kW c , emerges. These two beams have equal pho
numbers and are entangled, i.e., their intensity differenc
sub-Poissonian@9#.

Macroscopic entanglement between the signal beam
opposite transverse wave vector in a pattern forming DO
has been predicted, neglecting walk-off effects, bel
@10,16# and at threshold@11#. The analysis at the threshold
based on a three-mode approximation@3,9# and the predic-
tion of entanglement is linked to considerations of transve
momentum conservation. In this paper, we consider the q
tion of entanglement between the two macroscopic tilted
1050-2947/2002/66~2!/023807~5!/$20.00 66 0238
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nal beams in the intense pattern that emerges above
threshold. In this regime two important aspects have to
taken into account. First, nonlinearity causes the emerge
of harmonics of the transverse modekc selected at threshold
so that a three-mode approximation is no longer valid. S
ond, walk-off, originating in the crystal birefringence, brea
the symmetry between the spatial beams and destroys

equivalence between the beams of wave vectors6kW c . Our
continuous analysis, which avoids few-mode approxim
tions, shows that, neglecting walk-off effects, beam entang
ment is preserved, but it does not follow from momentu
conservation. When walk-off is not negligible, we show th
one beam is more intense and it fluctuates more than
opposite one. Unexpectedly, also in the presence of such
balance between the ‘‘twin’’ beams, the entanglement in fl
tuations remains unchanged in the domain of parameters
plored.

We consider a DOPO in type-I phase matching. In ani
tropic birefringent media, rays do not necessarily travel in
direction perpendicular to their wave fronts; as a con
quence there is misalignment between the Poynting vec
of the ordinarily polarized pump and the extraordinar
polarized signal, so that the signalwalks off the pump. A
detailed derivation of the classical equations of OPO incl
ing diffraction and walk-off effects is presented in Ref.@12#,
while linear and nonlinear stability analyses are discusse
Refs. @13,14#. The introduction of walk-off effects change
the field dynamics in several aspects. First, the pattern tra
in the walk-off direction. Moreover, the drift term associat
with the walk-off allows for a new intermediate regime clo
to the threshold, the convective regime, in which the patt
is sustained by quantum noise, and not by the dynamics@13#.
The description of the quantum properties of the DOPO
the convective regime is given in Ref.@15#. In this paper we
focus on the consequences of the walk-off in the abso
regime where the pattern is dynamically sustained. To
end, and for pedagogical reasons, we consider mainly
infinitely extended system in the transverse direction~plane
wave pump and flat mirrors! so that no convective regim
exists.

The DOPO Hamiltonian,Ĥ5Ĥ01Ĥ int , in a mean-field
approximation is given by@15,16#
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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Ĥ05E d2xW (
j 50,1

@Âj
†~xW !~D j2aj¹

2!Âj~xW !#

1 ivÂ1
†~xW !]xÂ1~xW !1E0@Â0

†~xW !2Â0~xW !#, xW5~x,y!.

Ĥ0 describes free propagation of the signal (Â1, first har-
monic! and pump (Â0, second harmonic! fields in the cavity
and the interaction with the external real pumpE0 ; aj are the
diffraction strengths,v is the walk-off parameter, andD j are
cavity detunings;

Ĥ int5 i
g

2E d2xW @Â0~xW !Â1
†2

~xW !2Â0
†~xW !Â1

2~xW !# ~1!

describes the interaction between the first and the sec
harmonic fields.

We first note that the invariance under continuous tra
lations in the transverse plane, implies that the total tra

verse momentumPŴ'5*kW @N̂0(kW )1N̂1(kW )#dkW is conserved in

the Hamiltonian evolution (@Ĥ,PŴ'#50) and, in the presenc

of cavity losses, it has a zero steady state average (^PŴ'&
50). The momentum conservation, which is at the root
entanglement properties of the spatial beams@9# at the
threshold, is independent of the walk-off term. In additio
this term appears only in the free Hamiltonian, and does
seem to affect the creation processes of twin photons g
erned byĤ int . In order to clarify the role of the walk-off in
the photon number properties of different spatial modes,
consider, in the following, different approximations that d
close when the combination of the walk-off and nonlinear
becomes crucial.

Common approximations to studyx (2) processes use qua
dratic Hamiltonians@11,16,17#. This is, in particular, a suit-
able approximation to study the DOPO below the thresh
@E0,E0

thr5A(11D0)#. Neglecting pump depletion leads t
the interaction PDC Hamiltonian

Ĥ int
L 5 i

g

2
A0E d2kW @Â1

†~kW !Â1
†~2kW !2H.c.#, ~2!

whereA0 is the homogeneous constant classical pump.
total transverse momentum in this approximation reduce

PŴ'
L 5*kWN̂1(kW )dkW , and considering the total quadratic Ham

tonian ĤL we have that@ĤL,PŴ'
L #50 @18#. In particular, the

intensity difference between any two modes with oppos
transverse wave vector,N̂D5N̂1(kW )2N̂1(2kW ), commutes
with ĤL. Therefore the properties of the intensity differen
of twin beams below the threshold are not modified by
consideration of the walk-off. This conclusion is consiste
with the fact that in the undepleted pump approximation
walk-off term can be removed from the dynamical equatio
by a change of reference frame, since the signal field is
coupled to any other dynamical variable.

The assumption of an undepleted pump is not appropr
above the threshold. A suitable nonlinear approximation
mediately above the threshold of signal generation takes
02380
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account the dominant role of thethree modeswith operators
â0,0W andâ1,6kWc

@19#, wherekW c is the transversal critical wave

vector of the pattern (ukW cu252D1 /a1 @6#!. The fundamental
interaction@Fig. 1~a!# is the destruction of a photon of th
homogeneous pump mode (kW'50W ) and the creation of two
tilted signal twin photons with transverse wave vector6kW c ,
described by thethree-modeHamiltonian

Ĥ int
(3)5 ig@ â0,0W â1,kWc

†
â1,2kWc

†
2H.c.#. ~3!

In this approximation and in a given spontaneously selec
direction for the pattern, the total momentum is

P̂'
(3)5kc~ â†

1,1kWc
â1,1kWc

2â†
1,2kWc

â1,2kWc
!5kcN̂D . ~4!

Momentum conservation@Ĥ (3),P̂'
(3)#50 implies that, inde-

pendently of the walk-off, the twin beams have the sa
mean intensity and they are entangled@3,9#. Still, an effect of
walk-off can be seen in the mean value of the Heisenb
equation

] t^â1,kWc
&5g~211 ivkc!^â1,kWc

&1g^â0,0W â1,2kWc

†
&. ~5!

The walk-off termivkc breaks thereflectionsymmetry~be-
tweenkW c and 2kW c) resulting in a different phase evolutio
for ^â1,1kWc

& and ^â1,2kWc
&.

This three-modemodel gives only a good description o
the DOPO extremely close to the threshold. Numerics in
cate that increasing the pump intensity just 1% above
threshold there is significant feedback of the signal on
pump, and spatial harmonics come into play~multimode in-
teraction!. A nonlinear perturbative analysis of the process
pattern formation@6,14# shows that, at first order in the dis
tance to the threshold, thethree-modemodel is appropriate,
but in second order also pump modes with transverse w
vector 62kW c are excited. A natural next approximation
then to take into accountfive modesin the interaction pro-
cess:â0,0W , â0,62kWc

, â1,6kWc
. Thefive-modeinteraction Hamil-

tonian describes also the secondary processes of Fig.~b!,
namely, the combination of two tilted signal photons giving
pump photon with a double wave vector:

FIG. 1. ~a! Three-mode interaction described byĤ int
(3), Eq. ~3!.

~b! Secondary processes: two subharmonic photons with the s
transverse wave vector generate a photon with double freque
and wave vector.
7-2
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Ĥ int
(5)5Ĥ int

(3)1 i
g

2
@ â0,2kWc

â1,kWc

†2
1â0,22kWc

â1,2kWc

†2
2H.c.#. ~6!

The conserved transverse momentum is

P̂'
(5)5kc~N̂1,kWc

2N̂1,2kWc
!12kc~N̂0,2kWc

2N̂0,22kWc
!. ~7!

The conservation law@Ĥ (5),P̂'
(5)#50 only imposes the re

striction that the intensity differenceN̂D in the two signal
beams is minus twice the intensity difference of the t
pump tilted beams. ButN̂D is no longer a constant of motio
and the commutator

@Ĥ (5),N̂D#5 ig@2â0,2kWc
â1,kWc

†2
1â0,22kWc

â1,2kWc

†2
2H.c.# ~8!

is not fixed to take a zero value. Therefore, when a mu
mode nonlinear interaction is at work, the properties of
spatial beamsN̂1(6kW c) might change: The photon number
a signal beamkW c might be larger than the photon number
the beam2kW c , the difference compensating the difference
the photon number of the two pump tilted beams. T
should not occur when there is no walk-off, because of sy
metry considerations. However, walk-off implies the brea
down of reflection symmetry, which suggests having^N̂D&
Þ0 as a natural possibility. In fact, note that@Ĥ (5),N̂D# is
phase sensitive and therefore dynamically modified by s
metry breaking caused by the walk-off@see Eq.~5!#.

In order to substantiate the above ideas, we investig
numerically a continuous nonlinear model without constra
in the number of coupled modes. We consider a tim
dependent parametric approximation~TDPA! to the quantum
formulation of the DOPO dynamics@15#. The approximation
consists in taking the pump as a classical time-dependenA0
field. It is based on the existence of a macroscopic sta
pump, both below and above the DOPO threshold. The o
dimensional Langevin equations associated with the Wig
quasiprobability distribution in this formulation are@15#

] tA05@2~11 iD0!1 i ]x
2#A02 1

2 a1
21E0 , ~9!

] ta15@2~11 iD1!12i ]x
21v]x#a11A0a1* 1j~x,t !,

where space is scaled with the pump diffraction strengtha0,
time is scaled with the cavity decay rateg, andj is a com-
plex Gaussian white noise with nonvanishing correlat
^j(x,t)j* (x8,t8)&51/Aa0(g2/g2)d(x2x8)d(t2t8).

Stochastic averages associated witha1 give the symmetri-
cally ordered averages of corresponding operators in the
nal field, driven by the ‘‘classical’’ pump fieldA0. This
TDPA captures three fundamental features: first the non
earity of the system, i.e., the depletion of the pump~term
a1

2); second the dynamical coupling between pump and
nal, which, in particular, does not allow the elimination
the relative walk-off term changing the reference system;
third, the spatial multimode interaction allowing for th
manifestation of symmetry breaking in the beam intensit
02380
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We first consider the nonlinearclassicalequations of the
DOPO, given by Eq.~9! neglecting the noise source. Whe
v50, a stationary pattern appears and in the far fi
N1(kc)5N1(2kc), even if—as shown above—this does n
follow from a conservation law when there is a multimo
interaction. On the other hand, when the walk-off is tak
into account (vÞ0), broken symmetry leads to a tilted sign
beam more intense than the signal beam of opposite tr
verse wave vector, in an amount that compensates the di
ence between the two tilted pump beams: In Fig. 2 we sh
that N1(kc)2N1(2kc)52@N0(22kc)1N0(2kc)#, so that
the conservation lawP'

(5)50 is fulfilled. However, this is
only strictly true close enough to the threshold, where
five-modeapproximation is valid. Already for the pump va
ues shown in Fig. 2, we observe thatP'

(5)Þ0. This indicates
that a larger number of transverse modes are being exc
and contribute to the conserved total transverse momen
P' .

A microscopic interpretation of our findings in Fig. 2 is a
follows: At threshold there is a primary process of annihi
tion of a pump photon creating two tilted signal photo
~three-mode model!, generating two beams such that^N̂1

(1kc)&5^N̂1(2kc)&. The secondary processes of Fig. 1~b!
can happen with a different rate depending on the walk-
direction. Then, multimode interaction combined with br
ken reflection symmetry leads to a stronger depletion of
of the two signal beams.

A natural question is then whether quantum correlatio
are partially destroyed by the asymmetric depletion of
signal beams atkc , as it happens in NDOPO~neglecting
spatial dependence! when signal and idler have differen
losses@20#. To characterize such correlations we calcula
from Eq. ~9! the normal ordered variance normalized to t
shot noise (NS) value

V5
^:@N̂1~kc!2N̂1~2kc!#

2:&2^N̂1~kc!2N̂1~2kc!&
2

NS
.

~10!

Negative values ofV indicate a nonclassical sub-Poissoni
statistics for the intensity difference of the two signal bea
at 6kc . BeingV a normal ordered quantity, it is proportiona

FIG. 2. N1(kc)2N1(2kc) ~dash-dotted line!, N0(2kc)
2N0(22kc) ~dashed line!, andP'

(5)/kc ~continuous line! shown as
a function of the pumpE0. Parameters:v50.42, system sizeL
5512Dx510(2p/kc), D050, D1520.25. Pump threshold value
E0

thr51. The dotted line is the zero value ofN1(kc)2N1(2kc) for
v50.
7-3
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ROBERTA ZAMBRINI AND MAXI SAN MIGUEL PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 023807 ~2002!
to the output variance@22#, indicating possible nonclassica
signatures in the output fields correlations@23#.

For the DOPO below the threshold, we find that the t
opposite beams have the same variances~above the level of
coherent states! andV520.5 for v50 andvÞ0. This is in
agreement with analytical calculations for a continuous
ear model, which give—independently of the walk-off—
reduction of 50% in the fluctuations of the intensity diffe
ence with respect to the level of the coherent states inside
cavity @16#. Also at the threshold—where linearization fai
due to undamped critical fluctuations, but athree-mode
modelis suitable—we obtain the same results, in agreem
with Ref. @3#. Above the threshold, and ifv50, we still
obtain^N̂D&50 and sub-Poissonian statistics withV520.5.
As discussed previously, given the multimode interacti
this result does not follow from momentum conservati
alone. In fact, it is associated with the presence of a ma
scopic spatial structure that dictates the spatial struct
symmetry properties, and correlations of the fluctuatio
@15#.

Considering the effect of walk-off above the thresho
(vÞ0) we find that the variances of the two beams beco
different, the most intense beam fluctuating more stron
We obtain @21# ^dN1(2kc)

2&/^dN1(kc)
2&.1.005,1.01,

1.02,1.03,1.04 for pump values E0 /E0
thr

51.01,1.03,1.05,1.07,1.1, respectively. However, the co
lation between these two nonequivalent beams is strong
macroscopic entanglement is preserved. In fact, within
accuracy, we get always the same valueV.20.5 obtained
for v50. We finally point out that the different noise leve
e

s
-
er

v.
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of the two beams, as caused by the walk-off, is a gen
phenomenon that might explain experimental observation
other systems@24#.

Our discussion so far has considered the ideal situatio
a plane wave pump, but we have checked that our results
meaningful for a more physical spatial dependent wide pu
profile. In this case the tilted beams have to be detected
broad area of the size of the far field peaks@10#. We have
performed numerical simulations in the absolute regi
of a DOPO with a broad pumpE0(x)5EtopE0

thr exp

2 1
2(x/317)10 andEtop51.1 @25#. In this situation we obtain

V53 for k5kc if Dk52p/L; increasing the integration are
aroundkc we find thatV520.35 for 3Dk, V520.40 for
5Dk, andV520.49 for 7Dk.

In the convective regime (Etop51.025) atk5kc we ob-
tain V.102, and integrating over a broad area of 30Dk the
variance decreases an order of magnitude, remaining alw
classical. In this regime the macroscopic entanglement is
stroyed@15#.

In conclusion, we predict quantum entanglement betw
the spatially tilted macroscopic signal beams of a DO
above a threshold when the nonlinear multimode interac
is effective. The walk-off breaks the symmetry between
two beams, the more intense one becoming more noisy,
quantum entanglement is preserved.
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